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NOUNMAN
“The Big Guy” debunks the 

traditional stuffy, utterly
forgettable, not even so 
accurate definitions of the 
parts of speech. 
He substitutes definitions 
with usable tools for 
identification.

Large and in charge, Verbina 
focuses her spotlight on 
verb phrases.  Never too 
tense or passive, she’s 
quick to partner with help 
to communicate the 
action of the sentence.

VERBINA

ADJECTIVA ADVERBIA
Her CV includes dual

advanced scientific degrees in 
observation and modification.  She 

is not afraid to experiment with the 
clues her language presents, to try 
different formulas on for size and 
fit, and to ultimately paint the most 
specific picture.

An enthusiast of 
gymnastics, pilates, and 
yoga, Adverbia displays grace 
and agility while she embodies the 
creativity of movement and 
multiple functions.  In her spare 
time, she enjoys morphing with 
other members of the Form Class 
Words.

This skater dude
extraordinaire is no 
mere understudy for 
Nounman.  Multi-tasking 
any number of 
functions simultane-
ously, The Pronouner 
rolls through the 
complex matrix of 
pronouns with cool 
confidence.

This quintessential 
professor provides
direction to any
sentence.  Fond of the 
field trip and often 
partnering with
Nounman in phrasal 
situations, Dr. Prepper 
skillfully navigates the 
meaning of any
sentence.

Ever faithful to his 
long-standing status 
in the Structure Class 
Club, this Zen master 
brings symmetry to 
words, phrases, and 
sentences.  

This wildly energetic 
member of the league 
is in a class by himself.  
Fully animated at all 
times, he simultane-
ously offers enthusi-
asm and support to his 
fellow heroes on their 
path to success.

DR. PREPPER
CAPTAIN

CONJUNCTION
INTERJECTORTHE PRONOUNER
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Amy Benton Browning holds an M.S. in English from Southern Connecticut State 
University, a B.A. in English from Ithaca College, and is a certi�ed 7-12 English 

teacher.  Her idea for The Grammar League© was born out of necessity when she 
realized that her middle school students couldn’t tell her the subject of a sentence.  

After Amy’s introduction of Nounman, her students took an active role in the 
development of additional Grammar League© personalities, intuitively developing 

relationships between characters. She knew they had created something very 
special once her students greeted her in the morning asking, “Is today Grammar 

Friday?!”  Amy has been thrilled by both teacher and student response to this 
heroic attempt to empower students to master their own language.

Matthew Benton has been an artist from his �rst set of watercolors. 
Professionally, in the illustration and animation �eld, he has enjoyed a career of 
over 15 years.  Matthew has excelled with forays into painting, �gure drawing, 
and sculpting.  However, his most accomplished talent, drawing pictures for 

children, developed with the birth of his �rst niece.  It is both his own experience 
as a teacher and his extraordinary imagination that enable Matthew to under-

stand the minds of middle schoolers.  He possesses the uncanny ability to bring 
to life abstract concepts in the personalities of endearing characters.  Each of his 
original designs for the Grammar League© heroes was instantly beloved by all of 

Ms. Browning’s students.



“Smudge Wipes Out the Comma Drama”

“Function Junction: The Lost Episodes”

“Captain Conjunction Smites The Splicer”

“Verbina Schools Fragmento”

“Adjectiva and Adverbia Experience Morphing Madness”

“Absolutes, Appositives, and Adjectivals.  Oh My!”

“Verbina and the Case of Mistaken Identity”

“Dr. Prepper Takes a Phraseology Fieldtrip”

“CSI: Grammatica.  Adjectiva Solves the Case”

“Nounman Determines Anchor Awareness”
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